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Simple linear regression is a tool for making predic­
tions based on an equation of the form Y = a + 3X. The 
equation is linear in X and Y, and there are only two 
Variables (simple) Many methods are available for performing 
regression. This thesis attempts to show some of the 
methods and circumstances under which one method might 
be preferred over another
The least squares method is recommended for use where 
unbiased and minimum variance estimators of the a and $ are 
desired. Weighted least squares takes into account the 
researcher's intuitive or a priori knowledge that certain 
observations may have a greater or lesser impact on the 
final regression equation than others, If Var(Y|X=x^)f o2, 
for all i, then weighted least squares is often used as 
the regression method. Minimizing the sum of absolute 
errors by linear programming is a method which lends 
itself particularly to imposition of linear side conditions 
on the problem, and analysis of effects on the regression 
equation obtained, had other parameters taken on other poss­
ible values The minimization of sum of absolute deviations 
is a method which is "superior" (Glahe and Hunt, 1970, p 743) 
when estimating lines to data which have many outliers, as 
the loss function in the sum of absolute deviations does 
not exaggerate these points, as would the quadratic loss
iii
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function of the least squares method.
Informative comparisons, based on sample studies of the 
multiple regression model Y = a + B-̂ X̂  + $2^2 were obtained 
by Ashar and Wallace (1963, p. 75 7) Tests showed that the 
efficiency of theoretical least squares procedures was only 
45,82% as compared to theoretical maximum likelihood 
procedures; empirical least absolute procedures were 48.327, 
as efficient as empirical least squares procedures; empirical 
least absolute, procedures were 42, 567o as efficient as 
theoretical least squares procedures; and empirical least 
absolute procedures were only 19. 507> as efficient as 
theoretical maximum likelihood procedures. Other studies 
(Glahe and Hunt, 1970, p ,745) showed the direct least squares 
method providing the minimum variance estimator as compared 
to the two-stage least squares, direct least absolute, and 
two-stage least absolute methods in nearly all cases studied.
No one method can be said to be "better" than all 
other methods for all problems A priori knowledge and 
intuitive feelings about the regression line should play a 
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There are instances in various investigations when a 
researcher may want to predict the value of a variable based 
upon some functional relationship to another variable, or 
to describe the nature of a relationship between two or more 
variables (Harnett, 1970, p.284) This thesis shall be 
concerned with methods for determining linear first-order 
regression models Y = a + 8X. The model is linear in the 
parameters a and 3, and the independent variable X is of the 
first order. This usage of the word "independent" has no rela­
tion to statistical independence between variables. Y is 
called the response, or dependent variable.
SETTING UP A MODEL
Given pairs of observations (x^, y-p , where the are 
fixed and the y-̂  are random, an estimate of the parameters 
in the relationship Y = a + $X is sought. It is assumed that 
Y is a random variable with values which form a probability 
distribution dependent on a given X value (Harnett, 1970, 
p,288) The equation Y = a + $X expresses a model of a 
situation which is assumed to be true. Since the word 
"assumed" is used, one ought to be able to perform an 
experiment or series of experiments to decide whether the 
parameters in the model accurately represent the particular
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situation as represented by the data. The Xj_ and must be
numbers in order to do these experiments.
Since the theoretical equation Y = a + gX probably will 
not agree exactly with the actual observations (x^, y^), the 
model, as expressed by the equation, is inadequate. This is 
called a model with equation error, or error caused by 
use of the wrong eqt^tion (Graybill, 1961, p*95) Since this 
equation estimates a relationship which is assumed to be 
true, one cannot rule out the possibility that it may be wrong.
A random variable e (observations of e shall be denoted e^) 
is added to the hypothesized model to compensate for this 
unknown error, so the model then reads Y = a + gX + e.
Perhaps the actual model of the state of nature is
Y = a + gX + f(Q^_,Q2 , where the are random variables,
but the contributions of the function f(Q^,Q2 , are
ignored: f(Q^,Q2 » ma^ unknown, so it is not known
from where the contributions of the function come; it may be 
difficult to arrive at the contributions, e_g., expensive or 
time-consuming; or one postulates that f(Q^,Q2 , >Qn) does
not contribute very much to the equation. Then Y = a + gX
is an approximation of a value of Y given a fixed value of X.
The assumption is made that for a fixed value of X, fCQ^Q^,
Qn) acts as a random number generator, or a random variable, 
as the change, So, based on this assumption, the equation
Y = a + gX + e is formulated (Graybill, 1961, p.100-101)
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Equation error is different from measurement error-- 
that error caused by not being able to measure the value of 
a variable accurately, For instance, one may want to arrive 
at an equation of the form Y = a + 3X, but the values y and x 
of Y and X are not easily observable or would be too expen­
sive to try to observe in the experiment, so the researcher 
may observe y* and x*: y* = y + a, x* = x + b, a and b random
error terms, The y = a + 3x becomes y + a = a + 3(x + b) and 
y = a + 3x + 3b - a. Let e = 3b - a, where e is a random error 
term and we arrive again at the model Y = a + 3X + e, This 
equation arising either from equation error or from measure­
ment error is considered the same model for both situations 
by statisticians (Graybill, 1961, p*103-104)
The methods of simple (two-variable) linear regression 
(models with only one equation), or fitting a straight line 
to a set of paired observations, make sense when the X variable 
can be set to a certain value and then the Y variable observa­
tions made which somehow correspond or are dependent on that 
particular X value. This way, it can be seen that many Y 
values may be obtained for a particular X value, and one wants 
to predict an "average” value of Y for that given X. This is 
denoted by E(Y|X=x), the conditional expectation of Y given 
a certain value x of X.
The contribution of the random variable e is assumed to 
be zero on the average, i.e., E(e|X=x) = 0 .  By using the
m kthuh  c m s  23Kxnsi
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linearity property of the expectation operator it is seen:
E(Y |X=x) = E(a + 3X + e |X=x)
« E(a + 6X|X=x) + E(e|X=x)
= a + 3x + ECelX^x) = a + $x;
(the quantity (a + 3X |X=x) = a + 3x which is a constant; the 
expectation of a constant is that constant)
If E(e[X=x) = c, a constant, or if E(e|X=x) = dx, a linear 
multiple of x, then these two cases can be combined to show 
E(Y X=x) = a + 3x + E(e|X=x)
= a + 3x + dx + c
= (a-k:) + (3+d)x 
= + 3^x,
where is the new intercept and 3̂  is the new slope, and the 
relation is still linear and of the first order.
If E(e|x=x) is some non-linear function of x, the model 
is inaccurate and must be changed to incorporate the non-linear 
function of x.
It is also assumed that the unobservable random variable 
£ has some probability distribution and that the variance of e 
(Var(e)) is constant, This may not, in fact, be the case, 
for Var(e) may be dependent on x, but the importance of 
this assumption in the least squares method shall be seen in 
the subsequent discussion of the Gauss-Markov Theorem.
The experiments to test how well the model represents the 
observations concentrate on hypothesis testing involving the
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coefficients in the model, As an example of hypothesis
2
testing, if the actual situation is E(Y|X=x) = a + 3x + 3]_x ,
one experiment could be to test whether 3^=0, i.e., is the
contribution by the quadratic factor in the equation small
enough so that the model E(Y|X=x) = a + 3x could be considered
an adequate model? One may want to determine with 100(l-a*)%
confidence that the slope of the regression line is some number.
Confidence belts can be found for the parameters by interval
estimation. Biasedness may also be checked for by taking
expectations of the estimators and seeing whether or not
these expectations are equal to the postulated parameters,
More detailed discussion of the topic of evaluating estimators
shall be found in the sections on statistical properties of
each regression method analyzed.
The equation E(Y|X=x) = a + 3x is a first-order linear
regression model, where the term "regression" identifies a
dependence relation (Huang, 1970, p.7) Huang (1970, p.7)
gives this genesis of the term "regression":
The tracing of statistical literature shows that ori­
ginally the term regression refers to a phenomenon 
in which the heights of the sons of tall fathers and 
those of the sons of short fathers tend to move 
toward the overall average heights This happens 
as follows, Consider a collection of the heights 
of a number of sons and classify these heights 
according to the stature of their fathers, We 
find that tall fathers tend to have tall sons, and 
short fathers short sons; furthermore, the average 
height of the sons corresponding to a group of 
tall fathers is less than the average of the father's 
heights while, for a group of short fathers, the
k rth o h  LAKES LIBRARY 
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sons' average height is greater than their fathers1 
average height. Thus, there is a tendency for the 
tall sons and short sons alike to move toward the 
average height of all men. This last phenomenon was 
named by Galton as a law of regression, retrogression 
to an earlier stage of development, or a movement 
toward mediocrity. Of course, the phenomenon of 
heights is made possible by the biological facts that 
there are upper and lower limits to the human stature, 
so that the retrogression interpretation can be 
fallacious.
Today there are many factors, such as nutrition and environment, 
which influence height, and therefore, this phenomenon of 
regression of heights may not necessarily be observed.
Today, regression is interpreted as a "dependence on 
/the average" (Huang, 1970, p.7) This dependence is expressed 
by the values (a,8) whose estimates depend on the choice of a 
loss function (see p.8) There are many loss functions from 
which to choose, depending on the type of data collected, 
various statistical properties of the data and of the regression 
method (as an example, if Var (e) is not constant then the 
least squares method should not be used, but rather weighted 
least squares), an intuitive answer to the regression problem, 
and other factors. It is this problem of deciding which loss 
function to use and for what reasons, along with estimating 
coefficients, that shall be explored in this thesis,
DECISION THEORY
It is clear that one only is estimating the parameters 
of the regression equation to fit a particular state of nature,
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arid that the estimated equation probably will be inexact, so 
one has to know the consequences of deciding to use a particular 
estimate of the parameters in the model, given that the state 
of nature may be any one of the possible states of nature.
A few definitions follow, based on Kreyszig (1970, p. 376)
1. The set ft is the set of the possible states of nature,
0. ft is referred to as the parameter space. In the general 
case of the linear regression model, ft is two-dimensional, 
consisting of pairs (a,3), the actual parameters in the state 
of nature. If it happens that one of the parameters a or g:
is known, then of course, ft is one-dimensional. If a range of 
values were known for the unknown parameter, then ft is one­
dimensional, but does not consist of the complete real line, 
only of a subset of the real line.
2. The set A consists of actions a, the possible actions 
for the researcher. A is referred to as the action space,
In the general case of the linear regression model, A is 
also two-dimensional, consisting of possible pairs (a,b) 
which estimate (a,6) in ft. In fact, ft=A in the case of simple 
linear regression because the possible states of nature represented 
as (a,B) comprise Euclidean two-space as do the possible estimates 
(a,b) of (a,3) If one of the parameters is known, then the 
estimate of that parameter shall be the known value. Thus A 
would become one-dimensional, as would ft. If a range of values 
were known for the unknown parameter, then A would be a limited 
subset of the real line, and again ft=A.
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3. Picking an action may be thought of in terms of game 
theory, where nature and the researcher are opponents.
Nature picks a state of nature 0, and the researcher must choose 
an action a to minimize the consequences of the combination 
of a and the unknown 0. These consequences, as a function of 
0 and a, are known as the "loss" to the researcher. (Sometimes 
there may be a negative loss, i.e., a gain for the researcher.)
It will be assumed that the loss can be represented by a 
real-valued function L(0,a)
Since the state of nature is unknown to the researcher, he 
tries to collect some information about it by observing pairs 
of numbers (x£,y^) Using this information, the researcher 
decides on an action a in A. It can be seen that the choice 
of a depends on the pairs of observations (xi,yi) and the 
decision function which is based on all the values of the random 
variable Y given a particular x-̂ , d(x^,Y|x) In fact, 
a = d(x^,Y|x), and the action a is then a real-valued function 
(Kreyszig, 1970, p.377)
Substituting a = d(x^,Y|x) into the loss function 1.(0,a), 
it is seen that L(0, d(x^, Y | x)) is a function of (:xi,Y|x), so 
L(0,d(x^, Y | x) is a random variable and as such has an expecta­
tion, The risk is defined to be this expectation, R(0,d), 
the average loss to the researcher when he uses d as the decision 
function and the true state of nature is 0. The objective of 
finding the risk functions is to obtain a decision function
KRTHUR ESKES sCOLORADO SCHOOL oi MINES
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which minimizes the risk for all the states of nature, 0.
A decision function which minimizes the risk function for one
state of nature, 0^, may not minimize the risk function for
© 2 (Mood and Graybill (1963, p.278) and Hogg and Craig (1970,
p.259)) See page 11 for an example showing that for different
©X, different d^ minimize the risks. There are several criteria
for choosing the "best" decision function. Among these are
the minimax principle, maximum likelihood principle, equally
likely and Bayes decision rules. See Bierman, Bonini, and
Hausman (1973, p.68-74), Hogg and Craig (1970, p.258-263),
and Mood, Graybill, and Boes (1974, p.297-299) for definitions
and discussions of the above principles,
Some statisticians think that :the choice of actions should
be based on regret instead of the expected loss (risk) Regret
is a function defined to be the difference between L(0,a) and
the minimum loss for that 0, min L(0,a):a
r(0,a) = L(0,a) - min L(9,a)a
If one assumes that 0 is the true state of nature, one determines
the smallest loss for 0 and all the possible actions, and
subtracts this from the loss for 0 and the action one chooses
to use. M^n L(0,a) is a
contribution to loss that even a good decision 
cannot avoid.,, r(0,a) represents the loss which
could have been avoided had the state of nature
been known (Lindgren, 1962, p.154)
Another criterion for choosing decision functions or actions
is based on the minimization of regret.
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As examples of all the above concepts, consider the 
following.
EXAMPLE 1 (from Lindgren (1960, p.154)):
When there are only two actions and only two possible 
states of nature, the loss function is completely 




The table of corresponding regrets is obtained by 
subtracting from each entry in a column the minimum 




The correct decision for state 0^ (according to 
either table) is since the loss is smallest for
that action. This minimum loss for 0^ cannot be 
avoided when nature is in state 0i ; it is not the 
fault of the decision. On the otner hand, the loss 
of 15 for action a2 can be reduced to 10 by taking 
ai instead -- if the state is 0^ The difference 
of 5 would be "regretted"
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EXAMPLE 2 (from Kreyszig (1970, p.378)):
An urn contains two balls. Let 0 be the number of 
white balls; thus -0= 0,1,2. Let A = ag, ai , a2 , 
where ag=0, a]_=l, a2=:2 t The statistician draws 
one ball at random and observes x = number of white 
balls drawn. So the random variable X may take on 
the values x=0 and x=l. Let the following table 
show the actions dictated by using four decision 
functions based on different values of X.
x=0 X=1
dx(x) /r\OIIOcd al (=D
d2 ̂ 0 ao (—0) a2 C-2)
<%Cx) al (=1) a! (“D
d4 Cx) al (=1) a2 (=2)
Define the loss function to be L(0,a) = (0 - a)2,
Compute the values of the risk functions corres­
ponding to the decision functions. In general, 
we have:
R(0i,dj) = EaCOt.dj).} = p(x=O|0=0i)L(0i,dj (x=O))
+ p(x=l | 0=0*)L(0i ,d.i (x=l) )
For the case 0=0: .RCO.di) = EtKO.dj.)} = p (x=01 9=0) (0-aQ) 2 + p(x=l|9=0)(0-ax)2
- 1(0-0) 2 + 0(0-1) 2 = o
R(0,d,) = l(0-0)2 + 0 = 0  
R(0,d?) = 1
R(0,d4) = 1
R(9=l,di) = % R(9=2,d1) = 1
R(l.d2) = 1  R(2.d2) = 0
R(l,d3) = 0  R(2,d3) = 1
R(1.d4) = % R(2,d4) = 0
Thus, di and d2 minimize the risk for 0=Q, d^ minimizes 
the risk for 0=1, and d2 and d^ minimize the risk for 
0=2; no one decision function minimizes the risk for 
all 0t.
m m m  _




The loss function may be defined in many ways. The most 
frequent definition is L(9,a) = Z(0-a)2, called the "square 
error loss function" (Kreyszig, 1970, p.379) This loss function
gives rise to the least squares method of regression, which
is formulated as minimizing ZCy^-y^) where y^ is an estimate 
of E(Y|X=xi) ; y^ = a + bx^ where a and b estimate a and 3, 
respectively, Vertical distances (ŷ '-ŷ ) are calculated, and 
since some of these distances may be negative and some posi­
tive, the sum of the distance may turn out to be zero, or 
even negative. If E(y^-y^) were used as the loss function, 
then any regression line going through the point (x,y) would 
have the property that E(yi-yi) =0. If the regression line 
were to go through (x,y>, then y = a+bx. Then:
? (yi-yi> = ?(yi*(a+bxi)) = Eyi-na-bZxi = n(y-a-bx) = 0.i i i i
To avoid this difficulty, each distance is squared, making 
each term in the loss function non-negative, and the sum of 
these distances is then minimized. It is clear that distances 
of less than unit length are made smaller by squaring, and 
distances of greater than unit length are made even larger 
by squaring, Thus, distances smaller than unit length can 
be said to "under-contribute" to the loss function, while 
those of greater than unit length "over-contribute" to the 
loss function, If one postulates or has reason to believe
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that e is distributed normally and has constant variance (not 
dependent on x), then the least squares method of regression 
is a good method to use. The Gauss-Markov Theorem shows 
that of all the possible linear unbiased estimates a, b for 
a, ft, respectively, those estimates obtained by the least 
squares method have minimum variance, This is a factor in 
favor of using the least squares method. The least squares 
minimization problem is solved by calculus, (See p. 18.)
Weighted Least Squares
A generalization of simple least squares is weighted 
■least squares where the loss function L(0,a) =■
Z W j C y ^ i ) 2
L 0.
£;:wi
The W£ are determined by the researcher according to which 
observations he chooses to make a greater or lesser impact 
on his regression problem (the predicted line) If the w^ 
are chosen before the data (x^,y^) are known, then any 
statistical inferences drawn by the researcher can be applied 
to the entire population from which the data came. If the 
w^ are selected after the data are known, then statistical 
inferences apply only to that data, not the entire population, 
Each term in the loss function is divided by the sum of the 
weights, i.e,, a weighted average of squared deviations is 
computed. If the researcher has reason to believe that Var (e)
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is not constant, but rather that it is dependent on x, then 
weighted least squares has the advantage over simple least 
squares in that it can incorporate this Var(e|x) into the 
method of calculation. The minimization of the problem is 
also solved by calculus. (See p.43.)
Absolute Deviations
Another loss function with which this thesis is concerned
Ais the sum of the absolute deviations, lly^-yil This is a 
loss function comprised of non-negative terms. The loss 
function is again minimized by proper selection of a and b.
Some reasons for using the sum of absolute deviations asthe 
loss'.function are:
a) side conditions may be imposed easily in the formulation 
of the problem;
b) outlier points do not over-contribute to the loss 
function as they would in using least squares;
c) linear programming, the method used to minimize this 
loss function, allows for analysis of the effect on the 
regression line if “particular parameters take on other 
possible values" (Hillier and Lieberman, 1970, p.490);
d) Roodman (1974, p.394) says that the sum of absolute 
deviations [or minimization of the sum of absolute errors(MSAE)J 
has
been proposed for problems where there is failure
to satisfy one or more of the assumptions underlying
kbthue cakes nsRK’.y.
COLORADO SCHOOL of 
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MSSE [minimization of the sum of squared errors, or 
least squares^ sampling theory, Most often, the 
normality assumption is violated - the normal 
distribution is 'contaminated' or believed to have 
'fat tails'
Since no evidence had been cited about the biasedness of MSAE
regression estimators at the time of Roodman's writing, he
also says that
for certain types of departures from the normality 
assumption, MSAE regression has been argued to 
be superior to MSSE regression, on the basis of the 
efficiency and robustness of the estimators (1974, p.394)
The efficiency of a statistic is defined as the ratio of
the Rao-Cramer lower bound on the variance of an unbiased
estimator to the actual variance of that estimator (see Hogg
and Craig (1970, p.250) for further discussion) Robustness
is a property of a statistic which permits "moderate departures
from normality so that its application is not strictly governed"
by the assumption of normality (Rao, 1973, p.419)
The minimization of the MSAE loss function is accomplished
by linear programming, a mathematical technique applied to
extreme-value problems which are constrainted by a system of
linear inequalities, (See p,51(1)
RELATIONSHIP OF CORRELATION TO REGRESSION
Whereas regression analysis is a description of the 
nature of the relationship between variables (in this thesis, 
between two variables), simple correlation analysis is a 
description of the strength of the linear relationship
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between two random variables (Harnett, 1970, p.284)
The word "strength" in this context refers to the 
degree of association of the closeness of fit 
between variables; for example, how close do two 
variables come to following an exact straight-line 
relationship given that a linear function best 
approximates the population relationship? 
in determining the strength of the relationship 
between variables, we are measuring how well the 
value of one variable can be estimated (or described) 
on the basis of the knowledge of the other variable 
(Harnett, 1970, p.334)
The correlation coefficient, defined as the covariance of 
the two variables, divided by the product of their standard
deviations, or E {(X-px) ( Y - ^ ) m e a s u r e s  this strength of 
asociation. The Covariance measures how X and Y co-vary, but 
it is a measure very dependent on the units in which X and Y 
are defined. Dividing by the standard deviation of each 
variable makes the quantity unitless or of the "same" units,
This yields the correlation coefficient, denoted by p, a 
quantity which has the property -l<p<l (See Ash (1970, p. 
119-120) for proof,)
A correlation coefficient of -1 shows a perfect linear 
relationship between X and Y with a negative slope, while 
p=l shows a perfect linear relationship with positive slope,
A correlation coefficient of 0 implies that there is no dependence 
of one variable on the other as far as their large or small 
together is concerned (i,e there is no linear dependence; 
p—0 implies that E(Y{X=x) f a+i3x) but there may be another 
kind of dependence such as purely quadratic (Lindgren, I960, p.108)
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A correlation coefficient of 0 does not mean that X and Y 
are statistically independent. However, if X and Y are 
statistically independent, then their correlation coefficient 
is 0, because their covariance is 0, (See Hogg and Craig (1970, 
p .80) for proof )
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LEAST SQUARES METHOD OF REGRESSION
HYPOTHESIS AND MODEL
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the least squares 
method of linear regression is the most common method used 
for fitting a straight line to a set of data. Vertical 
distances from the actual observation to the fitted value are 
calculated and the sum of the squared differences is minimized. 
Vertical distances are computed because they denote the error 
in the y direction, and it is these errors which we want to 
minimize.
For each value x^ of the independent variable X, a set 
of Y observations is collected. Let y^j be the j ^  observa­
tion of Y^ when X is set to Xj_ Let e^j be a real number
/\denoting the difference between y^j and y^j, the fitted 
observation. Let j=l,2, ,n^, i=l,2, ,k, and Sn^=N, for
a total of N observations of the response or dependent variable 
Y based on k settings of the X variable. Recall that X is 
fixed and Y^ is a random variable. Thus, E(Y|X=x) = a + 3x + 
E(e|X=x) Two assumptions of the least squares method of 
regression are that (1) E(e|X=x) = 0 and (2) Var(e) = a2, i.e. ,
Var(e) is homogeneous for all values of X. A third assumption
which is used when performing hypothesis tests on a,and 3 or 
when finding confidence intervals on a and 3 is that e is 
distributed normally, The three assumptions can be condensed 
by the notation e~N(0,a2) Then E(YjX=x) = a + 3x and
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Var(Y|X=x) = Var(a+$X+e|X=x) = Var(a+$x) + Var(e|X=x) * a2,
since the variance of a constant (a+£x) is zero. It has
already been shown (p.4) how it is possible to retain the
formulation of a straight line even when E(e|X=x) f 0 and
Var(e|X=sx) is some linear function of X, instead of being
independent of X. The assumption of normality is a reasonable
one, supported by the Central Limit Theorem.
If an error term such as e is a sum of errors from 
several sources, then no matter what the probability 
distribution of the separate errors may be, their 
sum e will have a distribution that will tend more 
and more to the normal distribution as the number 
of components increases, (Draper and Smith, 1966, 
p. 17)
As seen before (p.2, 3), the components of the error term 
may include, among others, error due to measurement technique, 
error due to the measuring instrument, and error due to use 
of the wrong model.
The sum of the squared deviations from the fitted line is
k ni a ir n^ a±g1 ^  e±j = ^  (yij-(oH-3xi))z, where yij = a+3xi+eij ,
as before. Since this sum is to be minimized and estimates
found for a and 6, the partial derivatives with respect to a
k niand 3 of this loss function, Q = I eii» are computed,i-l j=1
the derivatives are set to zero, and the estimates a and b 
are the respective values of the solution to these equations, 
solved simultaneously. Thus there exists a system of two 
equations, called the normal equations, linear in two unknowns,
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CALCULATIONS
In the following equations, it will be understood
that the summation over i goes from 1 to k and that the
summation over j goes from 1 to n̂ _. Taking partial derivatives
with respect to a and 3 and setting them equal to zero results
in the following:
6£  = 2 ^ ( y ii-a-3xi) (-1 )




SjCYii-a-bXi) = 0 ij ij *-
??(yii'-a“bxi) (̂ i-) “ °- 
Draper and Smith (1966, p.10-11) show the reduction of the
above equations when n^=l for all i. By similar reasoning,
we arrive at the estimates a and b:
b = ijxiyij - y|nixi a = y - b - n ^
—— —  9 _______
- (^nixi)2/N N
If n^=l for all i, then the solutions for a and b are less
complicated:
b = T,x±y± - (Ex-Ey• ) /N
i________ i i ; a - y - bx ;
IXi2 - ((ZXi)2)/N
A ^  A -  _and since y^=a+bx^, then y^= (y-bx)4-bxj_ = y + b(x^-x) becomes 
the fitted line.
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If the intercept of the fitted line is known, then only 
an estimate of 3 need be found. The model is then
Yij ■“ c + 3x._ + ey, 
where c is the known intercept. Then
Q = EEet? = EE^.-c-gx . ) 2 ;lj ‘■J IJ -‘J
6Q - 2 lZ(yi^-c-3x.)(“X£> ; and setting the express:
63 1equal to zero results in
b = EEx.y.. - c£n.:x,* ij i i 1 1
2
?nixi
If the intercept were known to be :zero, ,thep 3 is estimated by
XJ 1
?nixi
If n^=l for all i, then b = Jx^y^/jx^ .
If the slope of the fitted line is known, only a need be 
estimated. The model is then
y^j * a + kx^ + eij, k the known slope. Thus,
Q = ?£e.? = EECy^.-a-kx.)2; 
ij ij ■LJ :L
<SQ = -2EE(y-.-a-kx. ) ;
6a 3.J 2 1
and
a = y - kEn.x.i x i
N
If the slope is known to be zero, then a = y. If n^=l for all i, 
then a = y - kx.
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In using the classical least squares method to solve 
for both the slope and intercept of the regression line, the 
point (x,y) always lies on the regression line. Given the 
solutions to the regression estimates a and b, and substitu­
ting the point (x,y) into the regression equation y = a + $x,
?we see y = (y - bx) + bx = y. If one needs a quick graphic
representation of the regression line, simply finding the
estimator for the slope and drawing a line of that slope through
(x,y) shows the regression line.
Does (x,y) lie on the least squares regression line when
we know the intercept? Taking the simplest case, where n^=l
for all i, we have 
- ?y. * c + ?x-iyi “ clx^i _______ i , c the known intercept.
i 1
* Let c = 0, then y ^ £x-?y_.i
so (x,y) does not always lie on the least squares regression 
line with known intercept.
Given the slope, k, of the regression line, does (x,y)
lie on this line?
- ? - - y = y - klx. + kx = y - kx -Hkx = y. i 1
N
Thus, the midpoint (X,y) always lies on the least squares 
regression line with known slope.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATORS
As mentioned previously (p>18) , it is assumed that evN(0,tf ) 
The assumption of normality is supported by the Central Limit 
Theorem. Since one is interested in finding a linear relation­
ship between Y and X of the form Y = a + $X, one must 
assume E(e) =  0. The assumption that Var(e) =?a2 is used with 
the normality assumption to investigate the "goodness of the 
prediction based on least-squares equation" (Miller and Freund,| 
1965, p.231) (or in discussing the statistical properties of 
the estimators), and is not used in order to obtain the 
estimates a and b by the least squares method, as evidenced by 
the solution of the equations.
Another assumption on the random variable e is that 
and are uncorrelated (i^j); that is: 
p£ = Cov(ei ,£j)
a£ .cfe.
1 J
= E{ ( e ^ - y i )  (e-i “ Uj ) >
  . J = 0 .
ae . ae. i J
This implies that the covariance of and is zero for i^j 
Under the assumption of normality for e^, Cov(e^,)=0 
implies that the are independent.
Since E(Y|x) = a + 3X + E(e|x) and since E(e)=0 for all x, 
then E(Y|x)=a+3x. Var(Y|x) = Var{(a+ftx+e)|x} = 0+0+Var(e|x) 
and since Var(e) =a2 for all x, then Var(Y|x) = a2 Recall that
ARTHUR CAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL ol MINES 
COLDEN, COLORADO. 80401
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Y |x is a normal variable and that the Y |x are independent of
each other. Thus, Cov(Y_. ,Y.) = 0, and p(Y-*,Y.) = 0; i^j ̂  that
■*- J J
is, the Y- are pairwise uncorrelated. The observations y^j and
y-., are also pairwise uncorrelated for j#j', because we have ij
assumed that the y^j are mutually independent.
Linearity
One of the statistical properties of linear regression
estimators obtained by the least squares method is that these
estimators, a and b, are linear in the y^j and that they are
unbiased for a and $, respectively. Examination of the
equations for a and b derived in the calculations section (p.2 0 )
shows that both a and b are linear in the y.., since y..1J ij
appears only as a first-order term.
Unbiasedness
To show that £ is an unbiased estimator for 3 , we need to 
compute E(b), where fi is the random variable which has among 
its values b, the estimate of the parameter 3 .
E(£) = E ?Zx.yii - yZniXi ij 1 1
EtifXf2 - (znixi2)/inj_
i i *
Application of the linearity property of the expectation
operator yields
E(6 ) = 8 ?n^Xi^ - 8 (Jnix^ ) 21. — 1JL '■ ■ ■" ■ 1 1
?ni ~ $■ ■■ ■   ■' '—»■       »■
In.x.. - (in.-x- 2) /£n.1 1 1  i l l   ̂ 1
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Let a be a random variable having among its values a* the 
estimate for a. Then
E(a) = E (y - bx) = E((a+Bx) - bx)
* a + Bx - E(b)x
= a + Bx - 3x = a,
Therefore, a and 6 are unbiased estimators for a and B,
respectively.
Variance Calculated
To find the variance of the estimators, consider first
the general expression for the variance of a sum. If
F = + c2Y2 = + cnYn ,
arid if the are uncorrelated, then
Var(F) = c1 2Var(Yi) + c2 2Var(Y2)+. .+cfl2Var (Yn)
« Ec.2Var(Y.) = a2Ec1 2 i 1 1 i 1
Consider the expression for b. It does not have the y,- ̂
terms segregated so that the general variance formula may
be applied easily, We can rewrite the expression for b
(from p.2 0 ) as follows:
b = f?(xi-x)(yi r y)
J ________ J
£n.(x -x) 2  
i 1
Simplification of the numerator yields: 
b = 2 (xi-x)Eyij
-x 2 Ini(xi-X)
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and the general variance formula can be applied now.
Var(b) = — r (x.-x) 2 n. Var(Y |x)■ ^ n ^ x ^ x ) 2
\  L  i ---------  a2 .
i~ J\(^ni(xi-x) 2 ) 2 (?n.(xi-x) 2 ) 2i i i
since one of our assumptions is Var(Y|x) — @ 2 for all i, and thus, 
Var(b) = o 2 /En^(x^-x)2-
The standard deviation of is the square root of Var(b) Thus,
/ P
o* - a//En_. (x.-X) b i 1 1
Since a is usually unknown, the sample standard deviation 
is calculated. The quantity
4  Xi= f  (yjj^i ) 2
“i- 1
is unbiased for the population variance within the observations
ofor x^. The pooled sample variance, s^, is also unbiased for 
the population variance of the Y^, and takes into account all 
of the observations yij;
2 2 (n^-l)SY L.. 9
sp - 1 * = ??<yij“yi)P
gb^-l)
IJ
Em. - k •» X 3.
Thus, the sample standard deviation of b is
sS = Sp/^niCxi'x) 2
If n^=l for all i, then
Var(b) = o2 /z(xi-ic) 2 and s^ • s /  A (xi-x) 2 
i F i
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The calculations for the variance of A are:
Var(£) = Var(y-bx) = Var(y) + x^Var(b)
- Var :zzy±j  _2
ij _  + xV/Zn ^ x . - x ) ^
Zrij_
- a2/N + x2 a^/Zn^(x^-x)^ = a 2 Zn^x^^/Nzn.(x^-x)^,
i i iIf n.=l for all i, then
1 . 2 Var(a) = a2 Zx^ 
i
N ̂ Xi-x) 2




NZni(x.-x) 2  i 1
The above formulae for s~ and s£ are used to determinea d
confidence intervals for the parameters a and 3 ,
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
Consider a random sample yij , j®l,2,. ,n^, i=l,2, ,k,
from the normal distribution. Then
f(y;a,3) = —  e-l/2 a 2 (yi^-a-3xi)
g /2tt
The y.. are mutually independent, so the joint density of all 
J
the y •• is
ITU f(y^-ia>3) a n 2 i r n ^  exP " •> " a “ Bx i )ij J 2 a ij J
If this joint density is regarded as a function of a and of 3,
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then it is called the likelihood function, L, of the random 
sample and may be written
L( a, B;y^j > j=l, ,ni , i=l, ,k) 
and we can estimate the parameters a and 3. We want to find 
a function of the y^ so that when the parameter is replaced 
by this function, L is a maximum. Thus the statistic obtained 
from the function of the y^j, which maximizes L is the maximum 
likelihood statistic.
The likelihood function can be maximized by taking partial 
derivatives with respect to the parameters, setting these 
equations to zero, and solving for a and b. In this particular 
case, it may be easier to find the maximum of In L, since 
both L and In L are a maximum for the same number. Thus,
In L = -n In a - 1? In 2tt - — EE(y,* 4 -a-3 x-i ) 2;
2 2 a2 ij 30
Bln L = - SE (y,-̂ -a-Bx,-) (-2) and
2 ° 2 ij J
0 = EE(yii-a-bxi); 
ij J
61n L = - —L--EE(y. .-a— 3x4 ) (-2x4 ) and
fi  2a 2 ij'^J
0 = II(xiyij-axi-bxi2)
The two equations to be solved for a and b are the same as 
the normal equations on p,20. Thus, assuming normality of 
the y^j, the maximum likelihood estimates of a and 3 are 
equal to the least squares estimates of a and 3
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MINIMUM VARIANCE AND THE GAUSS-MARKOV THEOREM
Given that the following assumptions hold, the Gauss-Markov
ATheorem proves that the linear least squares estimators a and
A
b, as derived previously, are the estimators of a and 3 which 
have the smallest variance among all the unbiased estimators
/\ Aof a and 3 . The estimators a and b are called "minimum variance
linear unbiased" estimators, The assumptions to be met are
less rigid (i.e., densities are not specified for and e) thap. 
those stated for finding statistical properties of the least 
squares estimators, The assumptions for the Gauss-Markov 
Theorem are:
1 ) y-L - a + 3xi + e±;
2 ) ECe^) = 0 for all i;
3) Var(e^) = a 2 for all i;
4) e^, are uncorrelated for i^j
AThe proof that a is indeed the minimum variance linear 
unbiased estimator of a is given in Mood and Graybill (1963, p.341)
AThe proof that b is. the minimum variance linear unbiased 
estimator of 3 is similar. The Gauss-Markov Theorem is proved 
using the method of Lagrange multipliers
The importance of the assumption that Var(e) = a2 (p,5)
Ais seen in the derivation of the Gauss-Markov Theorem. Var(a)
Amust be minimized, where a is the linear estimator we are seeking:
Aa = £apyp, The constants ap must be determined such that
A ^  A ^E(a) = a and Var(a) is the minimum among all the unbiased linear
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estimators of a. It is found that
Var(a) = ZapE(e^) = a 2Za^
P p p p 2 Since a 2 is a constant, only ZaD need be minimized, which
P F
simplifies the proof,
DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATORS AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
In order to determine confidence intervals on the 
parameters a and $, one must have statistics of known distri­
butions which incorporate those parameters, Mood, Graybill, 
and Boes (1974, p.487) sketch the derivation of the statistic
1 2 /v— iZ(Y_.-a-bxi) , where a and B are random variables and the Yi
GT
are normal and independent, and show by moment-generating functions 
that the statistic is distributed as x n-2 > anc* t^at: ^ - 2 )
2 ^9Where s is the random variable with values estimating or 
They also derive that d arid B are jointly distributed as a 
bi-variate normal random variable, with means and variances as 
found in the previous sections. Furthermore, they show that 
the two random variables, (N-2 ) § 2 an(j tbe bi-variate a and b, 
are independent, °
The derivation by Mood, Graybill and Boes (1974, p.487) 
gives formulations when there is only one observation of Y 
for each x. When there are several observations of Y oni





( y i j - y i , ) / °  'vNCO,!,); (yr # -y .  ) 2V* A,.2 (1) ;
cr2
1J------------- :-----^ x( 2H i-k )
G 2
since k pieces of information, i.e. , the , have been 
calculated. "The number of degrees of freedom for a set 
of variables is defined as the number of variables minus the 
number of independent linear relations or constraints between 
them" (Brownlee, 1965, p.272) Thus
2£( y i j - y i . ) 2^ 2 x(N-k)  and s2 = s z X y i j - y ^ ) 2
s n i-k
oand ( £n.j -k) s Since In,- = N, then




To find a confidence interval on a, consider the following 
statistic:
(a-oQ / / l  +  x2
o N Zni(xi“^ ) 2
Since k is a linear function of which is normally distributed, 
the k is normal Since one standardizes a normal variable by 
subtracting its mean and dividing by its standard deviation, then
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(<f- -x) 2 *v, N ( 0 ,1 )
a 2
The above statistic is independent of (N-k)s^/ a 2 (Mood
and Graybill, 1963, p.333), and we know that a t-statistic 
with q degrees of freedom is formed by the ratio of a standard­
ized normal statistic with the square root of an independent 
chi-square statistic divided by its degrees of freedom. (See 
Brownlee (1965, p.288-290) for a discussion of distribution 
interrelationships. ) Thus
In determining a confidence interval, one constructs a 
probability statement such that the probability of a parameter 
lying between two random quantities is (l-a*)1 0 0 %, where 
(1-a*) is the confidence level, not to be confused with our 
usage of ot above, For a symmetrical confidence interval on a , 
we start by stating
* x 1 ' % t(N-k)
((N-k)a2 /a2 (N-k)} %
Simplification reduces the above to
(£-q) Nln .(x -x) 2 \ %
s I ̂  t (N-k) .
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Since the center quantity in the parenthesis: is distributed
as a t variable, and the extreme quantities denote the 
percentage points of the t distribution ((l-^-)1 0 0 % of 
the values in the t distribution with N-k degrees of freedom 
lie to the left of this number), the statement in parenthesis 
can be algebraically manipulated to obtain








The t values are read from t tables, the other quantities
are derived from the experimental data, so all quantities
are known, and we have arrived at a well defined confidence
interval on a< This probability statement states that the
random interval with endpoint values sit ̂ t(N-k. 1 s I ̂ nixi '
iNSni(xi-x)2 /
will contain the actual but unknown parameter a with 1 0 0 (l-a*)% 
probability,






which determines the confidence interval on 6 .
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF ONE-PARAMETER MODELS
Let us assume that the intercept a is a known constant, c, 
thus, Y = c + $'X. Also, let us assume that n^=l, for all i, 
for ease of computation. The problem reduces to finding an 
estimate for 8 ' How do the expectation, variance and 
confidence intervals on b' differ from those of £ in the two- 
parameter model? From page 21, 
b ' = - cEx^
2Ex±
E(b1) = (ExiE(Yi) - clxi)/Exi 2
= (Ex^(c+8*x^) - cLXj_)/Zx^
= (cEx.^ + 8f^Xi2 - czxi)/zxi2 = 8' 






a 2 + 0  = a2 /£xi2.
\(ZXi2)2/
To find out whether Var(b') is greater or smaller than Var(£),
2 2we need to find the relationship between ex^ and e (x ^-x )
E(x^-x) 2 = E (x^ 2 - 2x^x + x2) = E x ^  - Nx^
and Ex^^ ^Ex.2 - Nx2 Thus, Var(b') <: Var(£)X
In the case where the researcher is interested in the rate 
of change or the slope of the final regression line, using the
model Y=8X gives an estimate of 8 with smaller variance. Instead
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of working through the model Y=od-gX and getting unnecessary 
information (a) and a larger variance estimator of g, the 
information received from the model Y=gX is "better" (in the 
sense of smaller variance)
Is the confidence interval on g1 in tbe one-parameter model 
different from the confidence interval on @ in the two-parameter 
model? The statistic (b1 is distributed as N(0,1)
Then we can form a t statistic as follows
(b'-B‘!)(2xi2)% j [ a t - p n yi = ( b - B O C z ^ 2)^ ^ t(N-l)
a j  ^a^{N-l)
The probability statement on the confidence interval reads
< (biBOCEXi2)^ < t(N-l,l--2 ^)) = 1 0 0 (l-a*)%, 
s
which reduces to





The symmetrical confidence interval on g' is bounded by the 
endpoints b 1 + ^t(N-l,l-— ^)s^/(lx^^)^j , which makes this interval
smaller than the corresponding confidence interval on g in the 
two-parameter model (because (x^-x)^)
Consider now, that we have prior knowledge that the slope 
of the regression line is a constant, k, Thus.
E(Y| = a ' + kxi?
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How do the expectation and variance of and the confidence
interval on a1 differ from the two-parameter problem? If the
slope of the regression line is known, then
a 1 = Y - kx, and thus
E(a’) = E (Y) -kx = a’ +kx-kx = af
Var (a') = Var/(zYi)\+ 0 = No± = a2/N.
| — ) N2
Thus, the estimator of a' is still unbiased for a' and Var(A1)
A 1 2 is smaller than Var (a) in the two-parameter model (a2(_ + x ))
N E(x^-X)^
The symmetrical confidence interval on a' is found as follows:
/(N-l) s2 = (a’-d')/^ t(N-l) 
a a2 (N-l) §
Pj -t (N-1 il'-’-j—) < (a’-a').V^/s < t(N-l,1-^)1 = l-a*
/i?
= l-a*.
I _Thus, the interval with endpoints a 1 _ t(N-l,T~-g— )s//fT is
smaller than the corresponding interval on a in the two- 
parameter problem, with the same confidence level
JOINT CONFIDENCE LIMITS
A region of joint confidence on the parameters a and 3 is 
obtainable, but it is not a rectangular region as one might 
at first suspect. It is, instead, an elliptical region.
As in single confidence intervals, it is necessary to set up
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a statistic with a known distribution and derive a probability 
statement which will give the confidence region. In order 
to find this statistic, we use facts derived from moment- 
generating functions by Mood and Graybill (1963, p.333):
A
(1 ) the random variables a and b have a joint density whose 
quadratic form is chi-square with two degrees of freedom, and
A ^
(2) a and b are statistically independent of s , Since we
are concerned in this section with several observations of the
random variable Y. for each x., we shall form an F statistici a.
(Brownlee, 1965, p.288-290) using the <j2x 2(^”k)/(N.-k) distribution
Aoof the ŝ- estimator for several observations of (see p, 31)
In order to find the quadratic form of the joint distribution
A/N
of a and b, we need to find the inverse of the variance-covariance
A Amatrix of a and b.
Cov(a,b) = E(ab) - E(a)E(b)
= E{(Y-8 x)S}- E(Y-bx)E(b)
= E(?b-b2x) - E(Y)E(b) + E(bx)E(b)
= E(Yt>) -E(Y)E(6 ) -{xE(6 2) + x{E<6 )}2}
Cov(Y,b)- xVar(b)
" A
The Y^ are uncorrelated, and both Y and b are linear combinations
_ A
of the Y^, thus Cov(Y,b) = 0, so
Cov(&,b) = -xVar(b) = -xa2/in^(x^-x)2
A AThe variance-covariance matrix of & and b is
r  2 - i
______ 1 a 2^nixi -xa2
Eni(xi-x)2 -xa2 a2
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The inverse of the above matrix is 
rN/a2 Nx/c2
Nx/a2 Zn^x^ /a2
This inverse is the matrix of the quadratic form of the bi- 
variate normal distribution of (a-a) and (S-3) (Hogg and Craig, 
1970, p. 384-387) The quadratic form of tlhis distribution 
is
.= ^ [ 6 - N/0 2 Nx/a2 r
Nx/a2 Znix±2 /a2 i
a-a
Q has been shown to be distributed X (2) (Hogg and Craig, 1970, 
p,384) Forming the ratio of Q/2 with {(N-k)s2 }/{q 2(N-k)} gives 
an F statistic with 2 and N-k degrees of freedom. The probabi­




2 /S / r r 2
which reduces to
P^N (a-a) 2 + 2Nx (a-a) (b-3 ) + zn^x-̂ 2 (B-3 ) < F(2,N-k)
2 s2 ' — --
The derived F statistic defines an ellipse, and (l-a*)1007o
joint confidence limits on a and 3 would be the region of




A convenient tool for simplification of computational
formulae is coding, i.e., x is subtracted from each (If
the n^ are not equal, then x is a weighted mean.) Thus, the
predicted line for least squares would be
y±= a 1 +-B ' (x-l-x) 
and the loss function would be
Q = EZ(yii- d-s'(Xi-x))2 . ij
This formulation has the advantage that the resultant random 
variables £ and t> will be statistically independent of each 
other. This arises from the fact that
E j^-ac) = ECx^) - x = x -  x =  0 , 
and Mood and Graybill (1963, p.332-333) show by moment-generating
A Afunctions that if the x^ are chosen so that x==0 , then a and b 
are independently distributed.
Taking partial derivatives of this loss function with 
respect to a; 1 and 3 * yields the normal equations
Kj:(yii " a ' " b'Cxj-x)) = 0 
and ij
ZZCyjLj - a* - b'(xi-X)) (xi-x) = 0.
The solutions for a 1 and b' are obtained directly since 
Eni(xi-x) = Eni jx-i_ - ZnixJ = 0 .
1  _ " " S j
Thus, a' = zzy. . = y and b' = ZIy^(x£-x)
-\ 2i j  — —N sni(Xi-x)
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Notice that the solution of b' is the same as that obtained 
for b on page 25. This is to be expected as b and b' are 
estimates of the slope of the regression line.
E(a') = E (Y)= ECa'+s’ (x^x)) = a’ 
E(6 ’> =/ ZZCa’ + B̂ Cxj-x-)-) (x, -x) 1 
E h^^xi-x) 2
= s' e^ (xj^-x) 2 = y
DiiCxi-x) 2
Thus, a'and b'are unbiased for a' and , and are, by inspection,
linear in the y..
Var(a1) = Var/Ely*. \
N
= - nzn.a2 = a2/N.
N
2Var(b') = VarjE-Sy-ĵ (xj-x) \ (xi-x)
Eni (xi-x)2 J (zni (xi-x)2)2
An unbiased estimator of a2is





A symmetrical confidence interval on a* is calculated as 
follows:
P ^-tCN-k.l-y-) <(a,-a!)/¥/s <t(N-k,l'|^ )} = l-a*.
Thus,
P fa'- t (N-k, l-̂ n— ) S. <a ’ <a' + t(N-k, 1-S£)s 'j = l-a*,
' /S’ /S' IA symmetrical confidence interval on 3' is obtained 
similarly:




Joint confidence limits on a1 and are easier to obtain
A
Afor the coded x. than for the uncoded x., since a* and b arer i*
statistically independent of each other (Mood and Graybill, 
1963, p„333) This statistical independence can be shown by
A Athe calculation of the covariance of a and b , and the know­
ledge that each is normal.
Cov(a’,V) = EC^’b') - E(a' )E(b ')
- E(Yb’) - E(Y)E(b1)
Since b* is a linear combination of the independent Y^, then 
E(Yfi') = E(YyE(b') and thus
Cov(a',b') = 0.
A A A A
Recalling that a 1 and b 1 are normally distributed, Cov(a',bl)=0
/N » *implies that a and b are statistically independent.
Formulation of the joint confidence limit requires the 
following reasoning.
(a'-q'H N(0,1) (b' - 6 f )_________  ^ N(0,1)
(c2/N)% (a2/Zni(xi-x)2)%
N(a'-a')/a 2 X2(l) (6 '-8 ')(Z»i(xi-x)2 /a2 ^ X2(l)
N(d'-a' ) 2 + (b,-6')2 zni (xi-5) 2 ^ a 2X2(2)
The last distribution is independent of s^ (Mood and Graybill, 
1963, p,333), so we can form the ratio of the two chi-square 
statistics to obtain an F statistic,
KRTHOB RAKES EIBRARY3 
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{N(a'-g' ) 2 + (b,-B')Zni(xt-x)2 }/2 o 2 
s 2 (N-k) / a 2 (N-k)
N(S' -a') 2 + Cfi'-B,)2 Sni(xi-x) 2 F(2,N-k)... — - .1. -...  t\j
2 s2
Thus a 100(1-a*)% joint confidence interval is defined by 
P^N(a' - a ' ) 2 + (b'-B' )2 In 1 (x1--X) 2 < F{ (2,N-k), l-a*}] = l-a*.
2 s2
The pairs of points which satisfy this probability statement 
lie within the ellipse
NCa'-c’) 2 + (b’-B,)2 z:ni (xi-x) 2
----------- r------------ :------  = F{ (2 ,N-k) , l-a*}
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WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES METHOD 
HYPOTHESIS AND MODEL
This method of linear regression is used when the 
researcher wants to give more importance to some observations 
than to others: he may have some advance knowledge of what
the predicting line is like and should use this information 
to his advantage. Each observation is assigned a weighting 
factor and then the square of the difference between the 
observed and predicted values is multiplied by that weighting 
factor and divided by the sum of all the weighting factors,
Thus, the loss function to be minimized is 
Q = EEWj^Cyij-y^ ) 2 , w ^ O  for all i,
I wi
where w^ is the weight assigned to each observation of Y^
Data are collected in the same manner as classical 
(unweighted) least squares: the are fixed, the Y^ are random.
Again, the Y^ are assumed to be distributed normally, with 
mean a and in most cases, evN(0,a2) However, if Var(e)
is not constant, weighted least squares is a loss function 
which can incorporate this into the method of calculation.
CALCULATIONS
Again, as in unweighted least squares, let the predicted
Aline be y^j = a + Thus, the error function to be minimized
is
®BTHUR CAKES C TW M  
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Q = ZZ wi(yij -a - 0xi)2 
Z. w ±
Taking partial derivatives of the loss '.'function, with respect 
to a and $, setting them equal to zero, and solving for a and b 
yields
a =s(2l£Wiyij - bEZwixi)/EZwi = y - bx
where y = (zz^y-y)/ ( =  (Z Z ^ y ^ )/ (z^w-)
and x = (Eni;wixi)/(Eniwi) ;
and
b = (ZZw^) (ZZWiy^Xi) - ( Z Z w ^ ^  ) ( ZZw^x^)
(ZZw^x^2) (EZWj[) - (ZZw-jX̂ ) 2
= ZZWiy^Xi - xEEWiy^
2 0 /ZZw^x^ - (ZZw^x^)ZZw^
*' Z Z W ^ j  (x^x)
9 2
2 niwixi ” C2niwixi) VZn^w^.
Comparison of the solutions for the estimates obtained 
by using the weighted least squares method to those solutions 
from the unweighted least squares method (p, 2 0 ) shows 
great similarities,
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATORS 
Linearity
Linearity in the of the estimates of a and 3 is shown 
by inspection.
Unbiasedness
As in unweighted least squares, a and b are unbiased for 
a and 3 ,respectively, a and b defined previously on p.24 and 25. 
The proofs are similar,
Variances of Estimators
It can be shown that
IlWjyijXj - xEEwjy^
EEŵ x-j.2 - (SEw^x^) 2/ ZZW£
EEwi(xi-x)yij
EniWiCxi-x) 2
We now have the expression for b in a form where we can apply 
the general variance formula.
Var(b) = w.J'z(x.f-x)zn.Var(Y.i) a^En^w^ 2 (x^-x) 2V"* i2 i 2 i ar(Y
Z - - J  ( E n j ^ W i C x i - x ) 2 ) 2 *^2^2








(En.w )2 i i
+ x2Zn^w^2 (x-̂ -x) ̂
( ̂ n iw i(Xf-x)2)2
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Confidence Limits
If we define the pooled sample variance as
*±,
(EiiiWi) (In-j k̂)
then we have obtained an unbiased estimator of the population 
variance, a2, of the Y^'s, It is now possible to find confi­
dence intervals on a and 3 , and a simultaneous confidence 
interval on a and 3. The procedure is the same as described 
in the method of unweighted least squares.
To find the simultaneous confidence region on a and 3, 





t(N-k) The (l^a*)100% confidence
Interval on a is ( V ^
where
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a 2 / 4 -  x2 Zniwi2 (xi-x) 2 -Xo'2£n£W£ 2 (xi*x) 2tV*? y(Envwi ) 2 (En-jW-j^x^x) 2 ) 2 (Eniw i (xi - ^ ) 2 ) 2
~xa 2 EnjW^ 2 (x^-x) 2 a 2 Eli 'w* 2 f - x ^  2
( E n ^ C x ^ x ) 2 ) 2 (Eniw i (xi-x)2)
In order to obtain an F statistic we calculate
Then P
(Q/2)/(s2 /az) ^ F(2,N-k)
 ( (Q/2)/(s2/a2)< F((2,N-k),!-«*))= 100(l-a*)% defines
an elliptical confidence region for a and 3 .
The quadratic form Q is very cumbersome since Cov(a,b)^0, 
and we have not coded the X values, This is a fine example 
of the usefulness of coding, sketched in the next section.
CODING IN WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES
If we use coded X values in the calculations for the 
weighted least squares method, the following are obtained:
Yij * a + e(xi-x) ; x ^(En^x^) / (En^w^) ;
Q = SSwi(y.M -a-3 (xi-x) ) 2 
11 1 1
Solutions to the resultant normal equations are:
a = (EEwiyij)/(E niwi) = y ; 
b = ( E E w ^ y  (xi-x))/ (Eniwi (xi-x) 2
E(a) = E(Y) = a+3 (Xi-x) = a+0 = a.
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E(b) = EEwi(x.-x)E(Yi) 
Zniwi(xi-x) 2
= EnjW-,. (Xĵ -x) (a+3(xi-x))
En.jW^(x^-x) 2
= aErijW^Cxi-x) + 8 £nj_w.j_ (x^-x)^ = 0 + 3 = 8 .
Eniwi (x^~x) 2 (xi“x) 2
Var(a) = Var(Y) = Var EZw^y^j = a2Iw^^n^
E n ^  (1 1 1 ^ ) 2
Var(b) = a2En^w^2 (x^-x) 2
(En^w^(xi-x)2)2
9 2Sp =  EEw^(y£j - Yi#) , as before.
(En^ -k)Ew^










Thus, a t t(N-k, 1-^i)Sp/Enj_w^^ defines the 100(l-a*)%
EniWi
confidence interval on a, and
T$2?:;T* r* "T: M l  
aJZXL'i;'-' oCI-iO'. , m
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^ / — i
b + t(N-k,l-a^) Sp/En-jw^2 (x^-x) 2 defines a 100(l-a*)%
172Zn^.Cxi-x) 
confidence interval on 3 .
AThe random variables & and b are independent of each other
A 9and of Sp, so the simultaneous confidence interval is less 
cumbersome for the coded weighted least squares method.
Q = (a-a)2 (ZniWi) 2 (b-3)2 (Zniwi(xi-x) 2 ) 2
a2Zn^wi2 + a2En.W£2(x^-x)2-
and Q 'v X 2 (2 ) So the interior points of the ellipse 
(a-a) 2 (En. Wi> 2 (b- 3) 2 ( (x^x) 2) 2
  i  +    ^ -=—  -- = F((2,N-k),l-a*>
2Sp2 (Zniwi2) 2sp2 Eniwi ( x^x ) 2
define the 1 0 0 (l-a*)7o joint confidence region on a and £>
UNEQUAL VARIANCES
It was mentioned in the introduction to the weighted least 
squares method that if Var(e) is not constant for all i.e.,
Var(Y^Jx^) ^a2 for all i, the weighted least squares is a 
loss function which can incorporate this factor into the 
method of calculation. Frequently w^ is taken to be 1/a?
Estimates for a and 3 can be calculated; however, any 
further inferences on their estimators (variance, confidence 
intervals, etc) cannot be given much statistical import 
because of the different variances of the Unequal a?
make our use of t, chi-square, and F distributions invalid.
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There are, however, variance stabilizing transformations, 
not within the scope of this thesis, which give rise to 





Another loss function used is Q = SSjy* - y -M I > or3-J 1 J
the sum of absolute deviations (indices as previously defined) 
This loss function lends itself particularly to minimization 
by the simplex method used in linear programming. Two advan­
tages of minimizing the sum of absolute deviations are: (1 ) ease
of imposing side conditions in the form of linear constraints;
(2 ) ability to perform sensitivity analysis on the regression 
line obtained. Sensitivity analysis determines the effect 
on the regression line if "particular parameters take on 
other possible values" (Hillier and Lieberman, 1970, p.490)
See Hillier and Lieberman (1970,. p.490-499) for a discussion 
of sensitivity analysis.
As before, we want to arrive at a regression line of the
form
Y - a + 0X.
Thus, we minimize the above loss function subject to linear 
conditions which state that each observation y^j does
indeed equal a + 3x^ + , where e ^  is the error term as
before.
The e^. are either zero, positive, or negative. Thus,
let us represent e. . as el"-; + e7 - , where e+ . is a non-p j-j ^  xj ij
negative number representing a positive deviation (or zero)
A ^of y ^  from y^ and eij is a non-negative number representing
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a negative (or zero) deviation of y^j from Only one of
either e+j or e^j can be positive, while the other must be 
zero. Of course, they could both be.zero. Thus,
Q = EElXi - yL . I 
= ^ | e i;j|
= 2 E(etj + eT )
The transformation of the sum of absolute values into 
a sum of non-negative numbers causes a rapid increase in 
the number of variables in the linear programming problem. 
Many new variables, called slack variables, are introduced in 
the linear programming set-up. Thus, linear programming 
problems to be solved by the simplex method (to be discussed) 
grow to large dimensions .quickly. Let us consider that for 
each independent x^ in X, there is only one dependent obser­
vation y^ in Y Therefore, the error terms can be denoted 
by ê . Thus, finding the minimum of the sum of absolute 
deviations can be formulated as
minimize Z =£(ej[ + e£) 
i
subject to conditions:
a + bx^ + e* - ej = y^; 
a + bx2 + ej - e^ = Y 2 '>
a + bxn + e+ - = yn ;
e^, e^O, a, b unrestricted.
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Linear programming methods also can be used to optimize 
some non-linear objective functions, provided that the 
problem can be converted to one having a linear objective 
function and linear constraints. Wagner (1969, p.557-559) 
gives some examples of direct linearization.
THE SIMPLEX METHOD
The simplex method is an iterative algebraic procedure 
which solves the linear programming problem (sequentially 
finds basic feasible solutions (see following) until an optimal 
solution is reached), or indicates that the problem has no 
feasible solution, or indicates that one or more variables 
can increase without bound and never violate feasibility 
(optimal solution unbounded) (Hillier and Lieberman, 1967,
p.160)
A feasible solution is a value of the unknown variables 
which satisfies all the constraints. The collection of 
feasible solutions forms a convex set (see Hillier and 
Lieberman (1967, p,597) for a discussion of convex sets)
A basic feasible solution (BFS) corresponds to a point which 
is an extreme point of the convex set -- a point which does 
not lie on a line segment joining any other two points of 
the convex set. An optimal solution is a BFS which maximizes 
the objective function. The iterations of the simplex 
method check adjacent extreme points of the set until an
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optimal solution is found, or the method produces information 
indicating that the problem cannot be solved.
Hillier and Lieberman.(1967, p.138-150) give a graphic 
representation of a simple linear programming problem.
They show geometrically what the simplex method does, and give 
a summary of the iterative procedure. If the problem is 
not set up originally in primal form (linear objective 
function to be maximized, linear constraints set up as less- 
than-or-equal-to constraints, and non-negativity restrictions 
on the variables being sought), resolutions of various 
complications by predetermined methods can effect a formula-*- 
tion of the problem which can be solved by the simplex 
method. See Hillier and Lieberman (1967, p.150-160) or 
Tulk (1973)
LINEAR REGRESSION WITH LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Formulation
The formulation of a linear regression problem to be 
solved by linear programming methods is given on p.52.
There are two major complications: the contraints are
equalities and we have no assurance that a and b are indeed 
greater than or equal to zero.
Primal Form
Resolving the above complications, we set a = a^-a^, and 
b = b^-b2 with ai, â ,. b]_, b2 > 0 , and we introduce the
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artificial variable into the itb constraint?,, i=l, ,n.
We will assume that the >0. Of course, if some y-̂ cO, this 
can be resolved by multiplication by -1 .
Consider a fairly simple example. Let: X = (0 ,1,2, 3,4,) ,
and Y = (1,2,4,3,5) The set-up for this linear regression
would be:
minimize Z = + eT)
to
al ” a 2 +0b^ -Ob2 +el ”el +V|_ * 1
al * a 2 -flb-ĵ -lb2 + e 2 “ e 2
CMII£
al “ a 2 +2b^ -2b2 +4 ~e3
Mi­ll£
al - a 2 +3b'̂  -3b 2 +et •ei +v4  = 3
al -a2 +4b-̂  ”4b2 ^ 5 ‘e5 +v5 - 5
bl> b 2 » ei« ei>0- for all i=L,al* a 2 * »  * ±> I » for  l.  ,5.
The initial Phase I tableau (Hillier and Lieberman, 1967, 
p.154) would be:
Wal a2bl b2et eI ef e2et e3et e4 e5V1v2v3v4v5RHS
W 10 00 00 0 0 00 00 000111110
V101 -10 01-10 00 00 000100001
V201 -11 - 1 0 0- 1 -10 00 000010002v301 -12 -20 0 0 01 - 1 0 000001004
v401 -13 -30 0 0 00 01 -1000001 03
V50 1 -14 -40 0 0 00 00 01 -1000015
Recall that the original loss function (P«51), if
applied to the data at the top of page 55, subject to the
linear conditions (p.51) would read:
5minimize Q = £ le.l
i=l 1
subject to a+bx^Tfe^=y^, i=l,2 , 3,4,5.
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This starting statement of the problem had 7 unknowns and 5 
data points (or linear conditions) Setting up the problem 
for the simplex algorithm gives us a 6 x 15 tableau (not 
counting the Right-Hand Side (RHS) or the 5 columns of 
artificial variables which will not be present in the Phase II 
tableau) In general, if we call p the degree of the equation 
we seek, and n the number of data points, then the dimensions 
of the Phase II tableau can be found by the following formulae:
# rows = n -1- 1
# columns = 2n + 2 (p+l) + 1 .
Applying the Simplex Algorithm
Using the v^ as the initial basis, we could initiate the
Two-Phase method.(Hillier and Lieberman, 1967, p.154)
However, there is a simpler way in this case. Another initial
BFS is obvious by looking at the constraints. Let et- = y^,
then all the constraints are satisfied, and we have a BFS
without going through Phase I So we can start the simplex
algorithm with the tableau below.
Z a^ a2 bi l>2 ej ej e^ eij ejj ej e 4  e 5 e 5 RHS
Z 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
et 0 1 - 1 0 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  '0 0 1
ef 0 1 - 1  I -1 0 0 1 - 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 2
et 0 1  -1 2 -2 0 0 0 0 1  -1 0 0 0 0  4
et 0 1 -1 3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 3
e£ 0 1 -1 4 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 5
f f t t t 1
(Let the symbol + designate the column of a basic variable )
The basic variable et must be eliminated from all rows but
t~h +Row i, which corresponds to the I ul1 constraint. Since e£
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is present only in Row i and Row 0 (the row of the objective
function), subtracting Row i from Row 0 eliminates et from
Row 0. Thus, subtracting E Row i from Row 0 accomplishes
i=l
the desired elimination. The tableau becomes:
z al a2 bl b2 4 eI 4 e2 4 e3 •t e4 4 e5 RHS
1 -5 5 -10 10 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 -15
0 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 -1 1 1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 1 -1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 4
0 1 -1 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 3
0 1 -1 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 5
+ + f t + t
This example shall be completed in the next chapter, 
and the solution shall be compared with a solution obtained 
by using the least squares method.
Further discussion of the theory of linear programming 
is not warranted in this thesis, However, mention must be 
made of the existence of duality theory in linear programming 
and that application of duality theory to certain types of 
linear regression problems provides "alternate and about 
equally efficient" procedures for solving the same problem. 
See Hillier and Lieberman (1967, p„470-490} for a discussion 
of duality theory and Rao and Srinivasan (1972, p.222-225) 
for an application.
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MINIMUM ABSOLUTE DEVIATIONS 
ESTIMATORS
Most conclusions which have been drawn about minimum 
absolute deviations estimators (or minimum sum absolute
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errors (MSAE)) have been based on simulation and sampling 
procedures because of the difficulty of deriving the distri­
butions of the MSAE estimators, This difficulty arises be­
cause the estimators are sums of products of random variables 
and not linear combinations of random variables as are least 
squares estimators (Ashar and Wallace, 1963, p,751) Thus, 
many of the generalities stated about MSAE estimators are 
based on empirical observations. Many of the sampling procedures 
are based on multiple regression problems, Ashar and Wallace 
(1963, p.747-758) have used two independent variables in 
their study, and have performed tests on the MSAE estimates 
of the regressors, They arrived at evaluations of several 
procedures and make comparisons in terms of percentages of 
efficiency, Therefore, their results are presented here.
Ashar and Wallace (1963, p.752) carried out t-tests for 
the null hypothesis that MSAE estimators were unbiased on 
the assumption that the means of the estimators were approxi­
mately normally distributed (justified by the Central Limit 
Theorem) They concluded that they "were unable to reject 
the null hypothesis that the, estimators were unbiased at 
any standard1 level of significance" (1963, p.753)
Daughety (personal communication to H.S Swanson) shows with 
some matrix calculations and given some very specific limita­
tions on the problem, that the MSAE estimator for 3 (in a+3x) 
is unbiased for 3. This somewhat supports Ashar and Wallace,
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Because the distributions of the MSAE estimators are not 
known, comparisons with least squares and maximum likelihood 
methods on variances must be made empirically- Ashar and Wallace 
(1963, p.753) show a table of empirical variances of MSAE esti­
mators and least squares estimators, and true variances of 
least squares and maximum likelihood estimators, The empirical 
variances of the MSAE estimates are greater than the corresponding 
other categories, The maximum likelihood estimators have the 
smallest variance of the four estimators. Using these variances, 
tests far efficiency were carried out (see p.15 for a definition 
of efficiency) The test, for efficiency assumed normality of 
the distributions of the MSAE estimators. "There was strong 
evidence to reject the hypothesis of equal variablility in 
the. [MSAE] ,and [least squares] estimates, provided, of 
course, that the. [MSAE] estimates were normally distributed" 
(Ashar and Wallace, 1963, p.754) The tests that they 
employed would be valid
only if the assumption of normality of the distri­
butions of the [regressors] were satisfied. .However, 
it was seen from further investigations that the 
observed frequency distributions of the [regressors] 
demonstrated a reasonably good approximation to 
normality (1963, p.754)
Tests were conducted to measure the efficiency of one 
estimation procedure against another, Results showed theo­
retical least squares precedures only 45.827, as efficient 
as theoretical maximum likelihood procedures; empirical MSAE
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procedures only 48.32% as efficient as empirical least 
squares procedures; empirical MSAE procedures 42,567o as 
efficient as theoretical least squares procedures; empirical 
MSAE procedures only 19.50% as efficient as theoretical 
maximum likelihood procedures (Ashar and Wallace, 1963,
P-757)
The basic conclusions drawn by Ashar and Wallace were 
that the MSAE procedure is advantageous because additional 
linear constraints may be easily placed on the problem. 
However, much efficiency is sacrificed in using MSAE 
procedures if a minimum variance procedure (such as least 
squares or maximum likelihood) is available.
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AN EXAMPLE AND CONCLUSIONS
Continuing the calculations of the linear programming 
problem suspended on page 57, we have that enters the basis 
and ej leaves (see Hillier and Lieberman,(1967, p.145) for 
a discussion of the simplex method) At the end of the 
resulting iteration, a-̂ enters the basis and e^ leaves, The 
result of this iteration is that eJJ. enters the basis, and
_j_ -j~we have a tie for the leaving variable between e£ and e^,




0 0 0 0
1 - 1 0 0
0 0
2 0 0 2
0 0 - 2 2  
0 - 3  31-1 1-1 
er4 0 0 0 0 0 4 -4
0 0 0 0 
bf' 0 0 0
1 - 1  
0 0 
0 0  
0 0 
f
+3 e3 4 e4 5 e5 RHS
0 2 2 0 I 1 - 2
0 0 0 0 © 0 1
0 0 0 0 -% % 0
1 - 1 0 0 % 1
0 0 0 0 % -% 1
0 0 - 1 1 3 -i 1
Now none of the non-basic variables in Row 0 have 
negative coefficients, so optimization has been reached. 
Thus, Minimum Z = 2 and y = 1 + lx.
a]=l; a2 =0 ; b 1=l; b2 =0 ; ej;=ej=0 ; e^=l;
+_e3=0 ; e4=0 ; e4=l; e5=e’=0 .
yt
• = original data 
points
gffiTHUH CAKES ETBKAKE 
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Using the same data and fitting a least squares regression 
line to it, we get the following calculations.
(Sx.^ =100; N=5; y=3; x=2,
a= 3’ 2 (ll)
= 3 -1.8
i X y xi?i x •2xi
1 0 1 0 0
2 1 2 2 1
3 2 4 8 4
4 3 3 9 9
5 .4 , 5 2 0 16






Thus, the least squares regression line is y = 1.2 + ,9x.
* — original data 
points
There is no general objective statement which can be 
made regarding which method is '’best.11 This should be a 
subjective decision based on the many factors outlined 
previously: constraints on the system, a priori knowledge
of the regression line, an intuitive feeling about the line, 
etc. We may, however, draw on sample study experiments 
(Roodman, 1974, p 393-399; Glahe and Hunt, 1970, p. 742-753; 
Ashar and Wallace, 1963, p.747-758) to give us some guides 
in determining a method to be used.
If the Gauss-Markov conditions (p..29) are satisfied, then
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the least squares method provides the minimum variance
linear unbiased estimators, If “best” is interpreted to
mean "minimum variance" then tests on empirical estimators
of least squares versus MSAE estimators show least squares
better, assuming normality of MSAE distributions (Ashar and
Wallace, 1963, p,754)
Ashar and Wallace (1963, p.752) found that "empirical
[MSAE] .estimates have greater bias in absolute value than
any of the least squares estimators," and, in hypothesis
testing, they were "unable to reject the null hypothesis
that [MSAE]] estimators are unbiased at any 'standard'
level of significance" (1963, p.753) Daughety shows that
for a very restricted problem, MSAE does provide an
unbiased estimator for 3 .
The MSAE is "markedly superior" to other methods when
smoothing and estimating "in the presence of wild points"
(Glahe and Hunt, 1970, p.743) In the least squares method
the deviations of these "wild points" or outliers would be
grossly exaggerated by the quadratic loss function. If there
is failure to satisfy some of the assumptions of the least
squares method, then MSAE has been argued superior to least
squares "on the basis of efficiency and robustness of the
estimators" (Roodman, 1974, p,394)
MSAE regression analysis may also be superior to.
[least squares^ regression when it is necessary 
or desirable to incorporate .prior information
T-1912
about the structure of the model (e.g. , knowledge 
that certain coefficients must be non-negative) 
(Roodman, 1974, p.394)
Glahe and Hunt cite various studies, the net result of
which have
been to show that there exist no cleas: guidelines 
for the choice of an estimator for econometric 
models The general consensus of ©pinion, 
however, is that, thus far, two-stage least squares 
is the cheapest, easiest and most efficient 
estimator in most situations (1970,’ p, 742)
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APPENDIX: OTHER REGRESSION PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION
Draper and Smith (1966, p.163-195) discuss several other 
procedures which may be applied to a set of data in order to 
find a multiple linear regression line. The multiple linear 
regression problem presents a set of data with more than one 
independent variable and with one dependent variable. Thus 
the model is postulated to be:
Y = a 4- + $2*2 + +
n the number of independent variables, One starts with a
regression line obtained using the.least squares method or
minimizing the sum of absolute deviations, and then adds of 
removes variables from the original regression line to form 
another "better” line based on certain statistical tests.
Many of these procedures are iterative procedures: the next
step depends on actual numerical values obtained from previous
calculations on the data set. Thus, it is hard, if not impossible,
to determine statistical properties of the resultant estimators. 
Draper and Smith note that the solutions obtained by each 
procedure when applied to the same data set are not necessarily 
identical, although for some specific problems the solutions 
may be identical Draper and Smith have used the least squares 
method to calculate the regression line at each step, and they 
make,comments on the usefulness of these other methods based
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on amount of calculations, computer time used, time needed to 
read computer printouts, etc., not the statistical properties 
of the estimators,
Other authors apply these iterative procedures to regression 
lines obtained from the minimizing of the sum of absolute 
deviations method (Roodman, 1974, p.393-399; Glahe and Hunt,
1970, p.742-753) Some authors investigate statistical properties 
of the regression estimators for small samples resulting from 
the least squares and absolute deviations methods, Future 
investigations may yield ways to calculate the statistical 
properties of regression estimators obtained by iterative 
methods,
ALL POSSIBLE REGRESSIONS
One procedure is to look at all possible regressions,
Given a problem of multiple regression, find all the regression 
equations which involve all combinations of the variables.
Finding the square of the multiple correlation coefficient, R, 
for each equation gives an ordering of the equations within
oeach set of combinations, The R is thought of as a measure
of the usefulness of terms other than a in the regression
model (Draper and Smith, 1966, p.62) The equations with a 
2high R are the desirable regression equations, but minimizing 
the number of variables in an equation is also desirable 
because of the cost of obtaining and monitoring information on
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on large numbers of variables, Looking at the correlation 
matrix of the may show certain variables (or sets of variables) 
highly correlated. Addition of a highly correlated to 
the regression equation will explain very little of the unexplained 
variation, and may do this at a high cost. If there is a 
choice to be made from the set of equations obtained using a 
certain number of variables, the decision as to which one to 
choose is not clearly stated within this procedure. The 
opinion given by Draper and Smith (1966, p.167) of this 
procedure is that it is generally unwarranted. The amount of 
computer time and examination time of the printouts becomes 
very large when more than a few variables are involved in the 
regression line,
THE BACKWARD ELIMINATION PROCEDURE
More economical and efficient than the all possible 
regressions pocedure, the backward elimination procedure permits 
a quick look at a regression equation which has all the variables 
in it. Partial F-tests are conducted for each variable as 
though it were the last to enter the equation. The lowest 
partial F-test value, say F^, is compared to a predetermined 
critical number F_. If FT is less than F , then the X variable
O Li Q
which yielded that F is removed and the regression equationL
is calculated again with one less variable, However, if F^ is 
greater than F , the regression equation is adopted as calculated. 
Draper and Smith (1966, p,169) consider this method better than
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the all possible regressions procedure, but feel that there 
are others even better,
THE FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE
This procedure starts regression with one variable, the 
one most highly correlated with Y, and a partial F-test 
performed for the most recently entered variable. Comparison 
of this partial F-test value with a predetermined critical number, 
Fq , permits retention of that variable if its partial F-test 
value is larger than F . Next, partial correlation coefficients 
are computed for the remaining variables (those not in the 
regression equation), and the most highly correlated variable 
is selected as the one entering the regression equation. The 
procedure is terminated when a partial F-test value is less 
-than Fq , -and that variable is rejected ffom the regression 
equation.
The forward selection procedure is more economical of 
computer time, looks at fewer X variables than the two previous 
procedures, and does improve the equation at each stage.
However, it does not take into account the effect a newly 
introduced variable may have on one previously in the regression 
equation (Draper and Smith, 1966, p.171) The next procedure 
is an improvement on forward selection in that it overcomes 
this deficiency
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THE STEPWISE REGRESSION PROCEDURE
This procedure starts by selecting the X variable most 
highly correlated with Y, say The partial correlation
coefficients of the remaining variables determine the second 
X variable in the equation, say X2 . The regression equation 
Y = f(X-pX2 ) is calculated, and the stepwise regression proce­
dure uses a partial F-test value to determine the effect X^ 
would have made on the equation had it been entered before X^
If the partial F-test value is greater than a predetermined F , 
the X2 variable is retained. A third variable is selected 
to form a three-variable regression equation, and partial F-tests 
are made to see if either or both of the two previous variables 
stay in the equation. Say one is rejected. Does a fourth 
variable enter the equation to make it a three-variable 
equation again? This is determined as in the forward selection 
procedure by partial F-tests, The procedure terminates when 
no more variables are admitted and no more are rejected. Draper 
and'Smith (1966, p.169-172) show the equations obtained by using 
both forward selection and stepwise regression on the same 
data set. They comment that stepwise regression is the best 
procedure, in their opinion, of the various selection procedures.
Roodman (1974, p.393-399) brings together the topics of 
stepwise regression and minimizing the sum of absolute errors 
(MSAE) He formulates a search procedure to determine the 
best sets of k, k+1, ,m regressors from m regressors according
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to the MSAE criterion and na set of distinct, but related, 
combinatorial optimization problems (corresponding to 
determination of 'best.k*, 'best k+1', etc.) are, in effect, 
solved simultaneously," In addition to showing instances 
where MSAE may be argued superior to MSSE (minimum sum squared 
eror - least squares method), he contends that his method 
of finding best sets of regressors is better than using a 
strictly hierarchical method, such as "maximum multiple 
correlation after addition (or deletion)", because the strictly 
hierarchical method generally gives "no assurance that the k 
regressors included in the model at any stage are the best k 
regressors that could be selected from the set of m (£k) 
possible regressors" (Roodman, 1974, p.393)
COMBINATIONS OF THE PREVIOUS PROCEDURES
Two combinations discussed by Draper and Smith (1966, p.172) 
One is to perform stepwise regression until its termination.
Then do ah all possible regressions on the subset of X variables 
which were in the stepwise regression at termination, and choose 
the best set from the all possible regressions. Draper and 
Smith (1966, p.173) contend that this combinatorial procedure 
would reveal two candidates for the model instead of one and 
therefore subjective judgment of the experiment would predict 
the final equation. They feel that added advantages are minor 
at a great cost of extra computations,
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A second type of procedure would be to use stepwise 
regression with less restrictive acceptance and rejection levels, 
thus allowing more variables in the equation. Draper and 
Smith (1966, p.173) have found that this method occasionally 
has helped where very high intercorrelations exist among the 
X variables and more than statistical screening procedures are 
required.
THE STAGEWISE REGRESSION PROCEDURE
The solution obtained by this procedure is not the least 
squares solution for the variables involved. First a regression 
of the response variable Y on the most highly correlated X var­
iable is found. But the second step involves using a new 
response to regress on the most highly correlated of the remain­
ing X variables. This new response is the residual (or difference) 
of the observed initial Y and the predicted Y given by the 
regression equation at each step. At the end of each stage, 
the fitted regression equation is the sum of the equations 
found. The regression is terminated when regressing residuals 
against a new variable becomes insignificant. The final X 
variable is not included in the regression.
Draper and Smith (1966, p. 176-177) consider this a good 
procedure in that effects of variables can be preserved in 
the final equation. However, the true least squares equation 
usually gives a better overall prediction, in spite of the 
fact that the least squares method cannot preserve effects of
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variables on responses. See Miller and Freund (1965, p.246-
248) for an example of the least squares method applied to
a multiple linear regression problem.
Glahe and Hunt (1970, p.742-753) have published a paper
entitled "The Small Sample Properties of Simultaneous Equation
Least Absolute Estimators vis-a-vis Least Squares Estimators,"
in which they compare direct least squares (DLS) and two-stage
least squares (TSLS) with direct least absolute (DLA) and two-
stage least absolute (TSLA) techniques on several samples of
10-arid 20 observations They used classical least squares
calculations for the least squares techniques and for the least
absolute techniques an algorithm developed by Usow (1967a, p.
70-88; 1967b, p.233-244) which "has been shown to be a more
efficient method than linear programming" (Glahe and Hunt, 1970,
p,745) Their statistical results were mixed. Depending on
the characteristics of the problem (are errors normally
distributed?; is MSAE or MSSE the preferred criterion?; is
multicollinearity present?; is the problem heteroskedastic?;
etc.), the appropriate statistical tests were used arid
various methods produced the "best" estimators,
They were able to state several facts on the basis of the
actual computed values they obtained:
The relative bias present in all the experiments is 
smaller for the two-stage estimators The minimum 
variance estimator was DLS in practically all cases, 
and the direct estimators have smaller variances 
than the two-stage methods in practically all cases,
The least biased estimator was not the same for 
all experiments and sample sizes, Generally
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TSLS was the least biased most often in the samples 
of size twenty, while TSLA was the least biased 
most often in samples of size ten. The in normJ minimization of sum of aboslute values of the eviations]] estimators performed relatively worst in the experiment involving multicollinearity,
.and relatively best in the first experiment [*£^(0,10) 
and independent]. It was also true that the Lj_ methods 
were relatively better for the smaller sample 
size while the L.2 methods [minimization of the 
sum of squared deviations) were relatively better 
for the larger sample size. As can fee seen it 
would be difficult to make any decision about the 
preferable estimator on the basis of the actual 
means and standard deviations (1970, p.746)
However, there is no general statement as to which method
was superior in all cases. Again, different methods gave
’’better" estimators depending on the problem.
. . ,DLA and TSLA did not outperform DLS and TSLS.
They did suceed in doing as well as the least 
squares estimators in many respects, and if one 
agrees with the authors on the use of a linear 
loss function, it is not possible to say that the 
L2 norm was superior to the L^ norm (1970, p.752)
Huang (1970, p.228-240) discusses in detail the procedures
used in two- and three-stage least squares estimation, as
well as other least squares methods: indirect least squares
(p.223-228) and Aitken's generalized least squares (p.129-
131) He also concludes that for certain characteristics of
a problem, one technique may be preferred over another; however,
one particular technique cannot be considered "best" over
all the others, for all problems..
